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CHAPTER TEN 

Callows-humor in European Westerns 

The tension in westerns between wilderness and civilization is perhaps best 

captured in lynching scenes. This tension is particularly well illustrated in Owen 

Wister's The Virginian during a discussion between big rancher Judge Henry, the 

hero's boss, and Molly Wood, the hero's future wife. Molly protests against the 

hanging of two horse-thieves ordered by the Judge, and executed by the Virginian 

and his aides. According to Molly, lynching is barbarous and defies law and order. 

The Judge responds that sentencing horse-thieves to death in fact constitutes a fun

damental assertion of law by self-governing men (249). He presents Molly with a cir

cular argument: ordinary citizens have elected delegates who are responsible for the 

Constitution and the courts. So, he reasons, when ordinary citizens lynch criminals 

they only reclaim the justice that they once gave away. In Judge Henry's opinion, 

justice returns to its origin, in the hands of ordinary men. In fact, hanging crimi

nals, he explains to Molly, enables their execution by the swiftest means and in the 

most quiet way. Correspondingly, he finds that the practice of hanging is "proof that 

Wyoming is determined to become civilized" (248). 

In The Virginian, Judge Henry's opinion about lynching as a product of and 

means to civilization prevails over Molly's presumption that hanging is an expres

sion of outrageous barbarity. As other westerns demonstrate, however, the 

"civilized" veneer of lynching can only be justified on the condition that the hanging 

procedure conforms to the scenario described, or rather prescribed, in The 

Virginian. According to the "model" scenario of lynching, there are unwritten, 

though precise rules for judge, hangman, and victim. 

The common verdict for cattle rustlers is the death penalty, handed down by 

either the duped rancher or, if he is present, the local sheriff. Farmers and citizens 

generally agree that cattle-thieves are a threat to the delicate balance within society. 

For them, the execution of the death-verdict fulfils a public duty. Attempting to 

understand the Virginian's role as just such an executioner, Molly tells herself that 

his only option was to hang the horse-thieves Steve and Ed, since he had to follow 

superior orders (271). She excuses the hangman's actions, since they comply with 

the widely accepted notion that "a man's gotta do what a man's gotta do." When 

hanging bad criminals, the hangman's formal duty is presumed to coincide with the 

"good of the community." The hangman remains esteemed insofar as he maintains 

this coincidence between execution and community duty. 

In addition to the executioner, the victim can also obtain respect from the 

witnesses to the hanging. He is still vilified for his criminal deeds but people's esti

mation of him dramatically increases when he dies bravely. The tenderfoot-narrator 
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in The Virginian is (of course) unfamiliar with this code. He feels pity for "poor" Ed 

who sits in dull silence, with dry lips (219). The morning of his execution, Ed is not 

able to eat or swallow coffee and the character-bound narrator's body turns cold out 

of empathy with the prisoner's (223). After the hanging, which the tenderfoot 

chooses not to attend, the Virginian speaks scornfully of Ed's cowardice. By 

contrast, the perfect bearing of Steve, the other thief, touched the Virginian's heart 

(227). The night before the hanging, Steve had chewed quietly and talked casually. 

The Virginian praises Steve for the "natural" way he responded to his immanent 

death: no dramatic behavior, no last words; he just told the boys good-bye (227). 

Steve's dignified acceptance of his fate made it all the easier for the executioner. The 

title hero of Wister's novel presents Steve's death as stylish. 

The Virginian, however, is also haunted by the spectre of Steve who had been 

his best friend. Before his death, the prisoner spoke in neighborly fashion with 

everyone excepting the Virginian, whom he ignored. Steve's taciturnity towards his 

former comrade could be seen as a silent protest. It could seem to imply, in parti

cular to the Virginian, that while Steve understands the necessity of men fulfilling 

their duty he cannot understand a man betraying his best friend. After the execu

tion, the Virginian is bewildered by Steve's attitude and he only regains his equili

brium after the tenderfoot-narrator finds a newspaper sheet on which Steve bids 

farewell to "Jeff," addressing the Virginian by his proper name (241). The prisoner's 

detached demeanor toward his friend and his relaxed pose among the other men 

reveal the primary requirement for enabling the hangman and victim to relate to 

each other. Only a professional distance enables friendly talk. As soon as their rela

tion is stained by (former) friendship, the victim cannot directly bid adieux. At best, 

he can produce a written good-bye. 

On the basis of The Virginian, I speculate a standard procedure and model 

scenario for hanging-scenes in westerns: the executioner has to fulfil his duty for 

the benefit of society under the supervision of a legal representative; the victim has 

to die without a dramatic emotional response, and the relation between hangman 

and victim requires professional distance. In many westerns, people do not always 

stick to this scenario. The role(s) of responsible judge and jury are the most fre

quently violated condition. Often, a group of citizens led by an inciting villain - the 

so-called lynch mob - plans to kill an as yet unconvicted suspect.1 A traditional hero 

will aim to restore the proper procedure in the name of providing the suspect with 

a "fair trial" in which the suspect is sentenced by competent authorities. 

I will now take this model scenario of hanging scenes as my starting point 

for arguing that in European westerns lynch law has a special appeal as the object 

of comic and parodie exploitation. Three types of humor will be distinguished via 

three different media: comic caricature in the comic strip Lucky Luke by the 

French/Belgian couple Goscinny-Morris; critical burlesque in the so-called spaghet-
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ti western films by the Italian Sergio Leone; and, in the next chapter, self-reflexive 

parody in a novel by the Dutch writer Louis Ferron. All these types of humor depend 

on the explicit misuse of a particular western style or convention. It is up to the 

reader to recognize this slippage: s/he has to see that a style or convention is 

imitated in order to be mocked and overplayed. This strategy, which can be 

regarded as the strategy of irony, implies that the reader signals difference at the 

heart of similarity. The Lucky Luke, series, the spaghetti films, and Ferron's novel all 

repeat conventions from American westerns but simultaneously stand at an ironic 

distance from them. In reading these various European westerns, I will examine the 

specificity of each ironic distance. In making a distinction between caricature, bur

lesque, and parody, I will argue that these types of humor constitute different 

degrees of anti-Americanism and thereby become meaningful as different articula

tions of postwar European identities. 

Distance and Over-investment in Lucky Luke 

The Lucky Luke series has existed for more than fifty years; the first comic strip 

about this cowboy appeared in 1947 in the magazine Robbedoes and the first comic 

book in 1949. While the character, invented by the Belgian comic artist Morris 

(pseudonym of Maurice de Bevere), has remained quite popular from its first 

appearance until the present day, devoted readers of Lucky Luke generally consider 

the phase between 1958 and 1967 the most interesting period.2 These years mark 

the first decade, of the two, during which the Frenchman René Goscinny wrote 

scripts for these comics and Morris limited himself to making the drawings. I will 

focus on frequently recurring elements in Lucky Luke, paying special attention to a 

few popular secondary characters: the Daltons, Billy the Kid, and Judge Roy Bean. 

The question at hand is: What is so typically European about Lucky Luke that it 

became a popular comic strips in above all the Low Countries and France, but not 

in America?3 In order to answer this question, I will discuss the humor in Lucky 

Luke, the stereotyped roles of secondary characters and the attitude of townspeople 

towards lynch law. 

Lucky Luke owes its humor predominantly to visual gags. No doubt its best 

known image is the one featured on many back covers: the tiny figure of Lucky 

Luke, always wearing a white hat, hits his shadow with a bullet while the shadow 

itself has not yet even pulled the trigger of his gun. This impossible gag of "the cow

boy who shoots faster than his own shadow" foreshadows how the hero is to be 

seen. He is a comic exaggeration of the invincible cowboy. Lucky Luke is the man 

with cool nerves who, for example in Jesse James (1971), continues to shave and sing 

when he is threatened with a gun, always to the utter despair of his opponent. The 

comic strip cowboy is a caricature of the white-hatted hero who is too good and too 

relaxed to be true, molded after the cliché of the clean-living American cowboy of 
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musical westerns. 

As a comic strip, Lucky Luke is grounded in the basic principle of humor, 

namely incongruity. One of the characteristics of humor is that it is created out of a 

conflict between what is expected and what actually occurs. In a traditional 

American western, internal focalizers are correct in regarding the cowboy's sturdy 

appearance as a prelude to the revelation of his masculine heroism. On the basis of 

his narrow and modest posture, Lucky Luke does not seem to embody the manly 

type, but appearances are deceptive in the comic strip. The humor of the strip series 

lies precisely in the gap between Lucky Luke's limited physical embodiment of mas

culinity and his greater than average skill as gunman. 

A repetitive joke in Lucky Luke is that a character who considers the title hero 

a push-over is duped and surprised by the hero's qualities as a (gun)fighter. The 

stranger who lays his eyes upon Lucky Luke is never impressed by this "spindle-

shanks." Judging him according to his size and muscles, no one ever begins to trem

ble when Lucky Luke appears. As a result of his modest appearance, Lucky Luke's 

fighting and shooting abilities as well as his shrewdness are always underestimated 

unless one knows his reputation. In De Bende van Joss Jamon (1958, Joss Jamon's 

Gang), the members of a gang are not aware of Lucky Luke's fame. They are all so 

eager to beat up this "bean-stick" that they decide to throw dice for it (9-10). The 

winner will have the privilege of doing the job. The game of dice produces anticipa

tory pleasure on the part of the (regular) reader, for s/he knows that the winner -

contrary to his own expectations - will have a rude awakening. In a traditional 

American western, the role of the internal focalizer is to mediate the belief in mas

culinity for the reader, but the (regular) reader of Lucky Luke, already informed 

about the protagonist's calmness and fearless attitude, is amused by the naivety of 

the internal focalizer. 

One component of the humor in Lucky Luke, then, is the clash between the 

strip cowboy's un-heroic appearance and his masculine capacities: his appearance is 

cause for underestimation. Another strand of humor in the comic strip derives from 

the fact that the appearances of most subordinate characters always reveal too much. 

Many of them seem to suffer from an exuberance of recognizability. A strapping fel

low with a baby face is a bruiser who uses thoughtless methods. Neatly dressed, 
c r a ggy gentlemen are professional gamblers, cigar-smoking fat men with a 

mustache or broad side-whiskers are cattle-ranchers, and thin figures in black coat-

tails who constantly calculate their profits are gravediggers. All of these characters 

explicitly dress and behave according to prescribed stereotypes based on their status 

or job. The stereotypical nature of these characters is emphasized in Morris' car-

toonish style of drawing. He does not attempt to make a quasi-"realistic" image, but 

applies the technique of omitting all but highly necessary details. The details he 

uses stand in the service of clarifying a character's nature. In Tenderfoot (1970) there 
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is a dark, smoking figure in the corner. His cigarette smoke takes the form of 

death's-heads hanging above his own head, immediately illustrating that this man 

is an untrustworthy rogue. 

Besides a caricatural over-investment in their roles, many subordinate char

acters also seem to respond to a self-assumed "duty" to fulfil their stereotyped roles. 

A good case is the colonel in Het 20ste Cavalerie (1965, The 20th Cavalry) who con

stantly demands discipline from his soldiers in a roaring voice and inflicts punish

ments for the most minimal offences. His "duty" is to have a strict sense of duty. 

This also applies to the Daltons, introduced as the four worst criminal-brothers ever 

and Lucky Luke's eternal enemies. These tremendously popular secondary charac

ters in Lucky Luke often keep wearing their striped prisoner outfits even after they 

have broken out of jail. The four brothers with angular chins seem to take their own 

costumes as markers of "how they really are." When the president has announced 

an act of pardon in De Daltons op Vrije Voeten (1964, The Daltons at Liberty), they 

even seem disappointed: their "duty" is to escape via a tunnel and not to be granted 

a free pardon. When the smallest Dalton brother is "accused" of doing a good deed 

in De Daltons Breken Uit ( i960, The Daltons Break Free) he becomes ferociously mad, 

since he is supposed to do bad things. 

The Daltons are constantly on the run but are time and again captured by 

Lucky Luke because their behavior corresponds too much with their appearance. 

When the cowboy is chasing the four, they always leave behind traces that betray 

their presence. In De Daltons Breken Uit they post wanted ads in order to stigmatize 

Lucky Luke as a criminal but they hang the posters at a height that corresponds with 

their own varying lengths. Their clues make it easy for the cowboy to follow their 

tracks. In this comic book, however, Lucky Luke is still caught by surprise. Rather 

than killing him, the Daltons decide to play a trick on him. Holding him at gun

point, they hire him as their motherly personal assistant. Lucky Luke behaves like a 

docile servant: he makes soup, mends their socks, and irons their clothes. It is 

Lucky Luke's trick to play this role perfectly until he wins their trust, escapes and 

captures the Daltons with the help of the cavalry that always arrives in time, a cliché 

from American westerns (as in Stagecoach), comically adopted in the Lucky Luke 

series. 

In the book Billy the Kid (1962) Lucky Luke makes similar use of tricky dis

guise. Billy the Kid is a very young, small kid who has completely identified with his 

widespread reputation as a notoriously bad boy. Every citizen begins to tremble just 

hearing the kid's name and Billy's wish is anyone's command. Lucky Luke is the 

one exception who does not dance to the kid's piping. He cannot arrest the boy, 

however, as long as every citizen refuses to bear witness against him. Lucky Luke's 

tactic is to transform himself into a desperado who is feared even more than Billy. 

The citizens have to choose between bad (Billy) and worse (Lucky). The kid, who 
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envies the cowboy for his superlative wickedness, is utterly insulted when the citi

zens ask him for protection. Lucky Luke then reveals himself and explains to the 

citizens why he behaved as he did. He meant no harm but wanted to teach them that 

fear is a bad basis for smart action and that courage can strengthen people. In short, 

Lucky Luke acted bad for the "good of the community." The townspeople cast off 

their fear and on the basis of their eye-witness accounts Billy is sentenced to prison 

for 1247 years. 

In Lucky Luke, Billy the Kid is only a nasty rascal, literally small and 

childlike. Without the least reserve he has over-invested in his own reputation. This 

over-investment has a humorous consequence in the comic book Het Escorte (1966, 

The Escort). When Billy arrives in a town where people do not know his name, he is 

paternalistically teased because of his small size. Since these people disturb Billy's 

illusion that he lives up to his fame, he is infuriated. The citizens interpret his rage 

as the reaction of a spoiled child. In the Lucky Luke series Billy the Kid is 

represented as a mere nobody, diminished in stature and literally a small kid. It is 

not accidental that the Dalton brother who acts as if he has the "brains" also is the 

smallest one, the dwarfish Joe. It is part of the cartoonish effect in Lucky Luke that 

the bad characters who take themselves most seriously are also the smallest. Since 

most secondary characters are too naive and/or cowardly to contradict Billy the Kid 

or Joe Dalton, these small figures are convinced that they are important. Unable to 

fathom the "false" impression bestowed on them, Billy the Kid and Joe Dalton com

pletely misrecognize themselves. Their small size humorously emphasizes their 

arrogance and self-misrecognition. 

In most books, Lucky Luke is saddled with a particular task, such as putting 

the Daltons or Billy the Kid in jail. Generally, his function is to compensate for the 

failures of sheriffs, who are almost without exception represented as timid old 

weaklings. In the world of Lucky Luke a sheriff does not guarantee peace but is only 

a reminder that a vague notion of "law" may exist out West. At this point, it is 

appropriate to recall Liberty Valance's oxymoron "western law" (chapter four), a law 

not based on written rules but dictated by the force of the gun. As a result, a 

sheriff's function is simply ceremonial. The comic books clearly reveal his super

fluity. One of the sheriff's conventional tasks is to arrange a fair trial but often in 

Lucky Luke the citizens are not interested in fairness. They are all too eager to call 

for a hanging without any form of trial. If they do organize a trial, they also celebrate 

the fixed outcome beforehand. 

The many signs of welcome at the outskirts of towns in Lucky Luke testify to 

the fact that all too often the law has been applied ruthlessly: "New New Orleans, we 

hang first and shoot afterwards" or "Gun Gulch: iron heart, steel soul, leaden bul

lets." Such boards indicate that the citizens pride themselves on their rough inhos-

pitality, which explains their exaggerated enthusiasm for hangings. In their attempt 
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to make the West a notoriously unpleasant place, the citizens seem to have made it 

their "duty" to enjoy the habit of lynching. Correspondingly, "hanging judge" Roy 

Bean, a pivotal character in De Rechter (1959, The Judge) is tremendously popular. A 

trial under his supervision is considered a tourist attraction, for he complies with 

the citizens' demands by pronouncing harsh sentences. In the eyes of the 

townspeople, his verdicts liven things up. 

Roy Bean gives the impression that all of his decisions are based on the rule 

of law printed in law books, but his sentences are only capricious interpretations: 

the Judge-cum-barkeeper holds the law book upside down when he reads from it. 

His arbitrary but radically uncompromising rulings affirm people's perception of 

the wild West, namely as literally a wild West. If his sensational verdicts can be said 

to serve the "good of the community" it is not out of fairness to the victim but 

because his sentences satisfy the citizens' desire to see a hanging. The gallows does 

not function as a medium of fair justice or public duty, as in the model scenario of 

The Virginian. On the contrary, the rope exclusively works to provide pleasure for 

the Judge and the townspeople. Lynching scenes conform to their particular "duty" 

of providing amusement. Since the American West is known as a notoriously rough 

region, the citizens act in accordance with this reputation. Townspeople's enthu

siasm for lynching, in Lucky Luke comic books, is used to confirm to themselves that 

the American West is the wild West and that they, as inhabitants of the wild West, 

are supposed to like hangings. 

Next to the written law of books and the western law of the fastest gun, a 

third version of law can be introduced on the basis of Lucky Luke: the "lynch law of 

enjoyable wildness." This law takes the form of a legal procedure and has the 

appearance of a fair trial, but the result is fixed in advance. In De Bende van Joss 

Jamon the town's patriarch Joss Jamon wants the "terrorist" Lucky Luke to be sen

tenced to death (33). Since he owns everything in Frontier City, Joss arranges a trial 

which brings the citizens in a festive mood. The judge is not officially competent 

and the "worst desperados" in the wild West are appointed by Joss as members of 

the jury (De Bende 33). The mock nature of the trial is emphasized when one of the 

desperados by mistake declares the accused "guilty" before Lucky Luke or his 

lawyer, a taciturn Indian allotted to him by Joss, has been able to defend himself. In 

De Bende van Joss Jamon, the trial is only staged to legitimize to the citizens the 

execution of the accused. Initially, the townspeople are delighted by the prospect to 

see a hanging, but when they realize that the trial is too obvious a put-up job, they 

cause an uproar that prevents the execution of the verdict. The principle of a mock 

trial returns in De Rechter, but with a difference: this time the judge is 

acknowledged by the citizens as competent. Judge Roy Bean not only guarantees 

that the people's will to see a hanging is fulfilled, his symbolic position also makes 

that the people's yearning for a lynching takes the form of justice. 
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Lucky Luke either has set himself the task or is requested by others to 

civilize this wild West and to undo an injustice which is presented as justice. In De 

Rechter, his goal is to bring Roy Bean within the bounds of official law, which he 

does via a detour: he deliberately becomes an outlaw. The cowboy first starts a part

nership with Bad Ticket, a competitive and even more evil judge. This association 

ultimately brings about a change of heart in Roy Bean. After Bad Ticket has been 

chased out of town, Lucky Luke proposes that Roy Bean evaluate himself. The latter 

decides that he is not apt for his own job, and the local school teacher will become 

his successor. 

All Lucky Luke books invariably conclude with the image of the cowboy riding 

towards the sunset on horse-back, singing his favorite tune "I'm a poor lonesome 

cowboy" after he has generated some sense of law and order among the citizens. He 

often does so via unorthodox methods which produce humorous gaps: either he 

behaves worse than the bad guys while he actually is the good hero or he is too good 

to be true. Whereas the cowboy's rivals obsessively try to live up to their 

appearance, duty or reputation, Lucky Luke occasionally takes an apparent distance 

from his appearance, task, or good name. Hence, a clear distinction is made in 

Lucky Luke comic books between two types of characters. The one type is 

characterized by a cool attitude and distance from his own image: Lucky Luke looks 

thin but is invincible and for strategic reasons he may act badly but he is 

trustworthy in principle. The other type, like Joe Dalton or Billy the Kid, is signified 

by a yearning for obsessive coincidence with his reputation: he tries to behave as 

bad as he is said to be. Below I will suggest what this distinction means from a 

postwar Western European perspective.4 

America had never been so close to Western Europe as in the years between 

the mid-forties and the mid-sixties. The people in formerly occupied countries such 

as France, Belgium, and the Netherlands owed a debt of gratitude to Americans, 

who had joined the allied forces. Americans were celebrated as saviors because of 

their role in the liberation of these nations from an oppressive foreign regime. 

Moreover, the American government supported many European countries finan

cially, enabling them to rise from the ravages of war. This aid, known as the 

Marshall Plan, helped Europeans to restore their damaged cities and to recover eco

nomically. The function of the Marshall Plan, however, exceeded the purported 

benevolent economic support it provided. Its effect was to sell America and its (busi

ness) culture, since the message of the Plan was, as David Ellwood mentions, "You 

Too Can Be Like Us" (227). In the postwar period of recovery, Western Europe was 

more susceptible to Americanization than ever before, since America had proved 

itself to be a trustworthy ally and postwar benefactor to former allies and enemies 

alike. 
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Western European receptivity to American military, political, and cultural 

influences, however, simultaneously provoked an anti-American backlash. 

According to Rob Kroes, this anti-Americanism in postwar Western Europe was pre

dominantly political in nature. While Europeans admiringly adopted American cul

ture, from its high-brow to its pop varieties, many of them, particularly on the Left, 

rejected "an American creed which for all its missionary zeal [was] perceived as 

imperialist and oppressive" (41). Marie-France Toinet notes that France's attitude 

"seem[ed] to be nothing more than pique" (134) over the redistribution of world 

power from France/Europe to America. Anti-Americanism was, then, a defensive 

response to the fear of losing French/European identity (140). 

America's political and cultural preponderance generated a blend of fascina

tion and envy in postwar Western Europe. Many of its citizens were attracted to 

America's success, but the notion that the Old Continent was being outdistanced by 

the New World also provoked a certain irritation. To compensate for the decline of 

their own culture, many Europeans tended to criticize successful America. They 

projected onto Americans a self-determined superiority, which revealed, in the eyes 

of critical Europeans, the way Americans exported not only cultural products but 

also a "confused groping for values and standards" (Hollander 404). These 

Europeans reproached Americans for too explicitly showing off their power and for 

appearing to have become absorbed in a display of self-assured dominance. 

It is this European impression of American absorption in the display of their 

own image as good heroic outlaws that is hinted at in the cartoonish representation 

of figures like the Daltons, Billy the Kid, and Judge Roy Bean. They are both bad and 

funny because they are entirely wrapped up in their roles. Morris has said that he 

was annoyed by those American westerns in which an outlaw like Billy the Kid is 

glamorized. According to him, it is a peculiar phenomenon in America that they 

turn gangsters into heroes (qtd. in De Bree c.s. 14). He and Goscinny chose to 

demystify Billy the Kid by representing him as a swanky little boy. He is a laughing

stock in Lucky Luke because he takes his own mystique deeply seriously. This char

acteristic makes him silly as well as insufferably conceited. 

Billy the Kid, but also Joe Dalton, function as figures who illustrate what 

offended postwar Europeans about Americans; those who took themselves deadly 

serious as heroes usually are windbags. By contrast, the title hero Lucky Luke is the 

comic opposite of these characters. He constantly depreciates his own heroism and 

never boasts about his deeds. He usually even leaves town before the citizens have 

been able to utter their thankfulness. On the basis of this type of distinction, the 

Lucfey Luke comic strip can be read as expressing in a mildly comical tone both awe 

and disdain towards American heroism by means of rewriting conventions of the 

western. The Lucky Luke series hinges on an ambivalent attitude towards America in 

Western Europe. During the war, people in the occupied countries considered the 
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arrival of American troops a straightforward blessing. After the war, they 

acknowledged Americans as their masculine benefactors and cherished their cul

tural products. On the other hand, they reproached Americans for the ways they 

took pride in displaying their newly acquired superiority over Europe. This display 

of pride is taken by these Europeans as the hypermasculine part of American iden

tity. 

From this perspective of reproach, Americans were perceived as exaggerating 

their own heroism. In the strip by Morris and Goscinny, the perceived American 

tendency towards overestimation is criticized via outlaws/bandits who are 

convinced of their own importance and are funny precisely for their failure to 

realize their insignificance. Lucky Luke, by contrast, is a likeable alternative for two 

reasons. First, the strip cowboy is a goody-goody to a caricatural level, who repre

sents nobility and heroism with a humorous wink. The comic representation of the 

cowboy enabled European readers to maintain their distance from a too serious cele

bration of American heroism.5 Second, Lucky Luke himself is capable of standing at 

a reflexive distance from his own heroism. Hence, he assumes an attitude that 

Europeans might have liked to adopt. If Europeans reproached Americans for exag

gerating their heroism, this implies that these Europeans saw themselves as quite 

modest heroes, not parading their own greatness. In this respect, Europeans could 

recognize their own presumed down-to-earth heroism, as opposed to Americans' 

perceived hypermasculine bragging, in the relaxed figure of Lucky Luke, who only 

flaunts his capacities in cases of emergency, but never congratulates himself. 

The fact that Lucky Luke is an always lonesome cowboy who time and again 

sings his loneliness only emphasizes that he is not fully enmeshed within American 

culture. He is an outsider to both American civilization and the wild West where 

lynching belongs to the daily practice. Lucky Luke is capable of judging situations 

from a reflexive distance. He may have been so popular among postwar Europeans 

precisely because he retained this distance. Despite his placement within America, 

he resists being swallowed up by its culture. In the postwar period when 

Americanization incited the fear among Western Europeans that they would lose 

their national identity, Lucky Luke redeemed this fear by showing his waywardness 

in the midst of American culture. 

The Randomness of Good Heroism in Spaghetti Westerns 

Whereas conventional American heroism is mocked in Lucky Luke in a mildly 

humorous way, this heroism is made ludicrous in the spaghetti westerns in a more 

vicious way. Spaghettis are Italian films, mainly made in the period 1964-1973. They 

were shot in the Cinecittà studios in Rome and on location in Spain. While about 

three hundred Italian westerns were produced over the course of these ten years, by 

far the best known spaghettis are the ones directed by Sergio Leone. Among them 
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are the "Dollars" trilogy - A Fistful of Dollars (1964), For A Few Dollars More (1965) 

and The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly (1967) with the American actor Clint Eastwood 

playing the "Man With No Name" in all three films. Henry Fonda, who played a 

"good" hero in a number of John Ford films, stars as a blue-eyed child-killer in 

Leone's fourth spaghetti, the critically acclaimed Once Upon a Time in the West 

(1969). An abundance of literature has appeared on these Leone films (Doane, 

Frayling, Haustrate, Mitchell, Smith, Clint) and all critics emphasize the hyperbolic 

display of gratuitous violence, the cynical wise-cracking, and the exuberant use of 

close-ups of faces, eyes, and guns as a slow rhythmic prelude to a face-off, con

stantly accompanied by Ennio Morricone's ill-omened and caricatural sounds. 

Rather than repeating much of the good work done by these critics, I want to 

take a different route by reading lynching scenes as synecdochic of the spaghettis. I 

would like to connect my reading of these scenes to the debate that Frayling 

describes as the "cultural roots" controversy (121). At one end of the spectrum of 

this debate spaghettis are considered cheap, opportunistic imitations of American 

westerns; at the opposite end of the spectrum spaghettis are interpreted as typically 

Italian reworkings of the genre. Frayling himself supports the latter position. First, 

he traces the influence of formula films produced at Cinecittà, such as spy and 

horror films but above all the classical epics based on Greek and Roman mythology 

(89-90). He also sees a "strange fraternity" between traditional Sicilian puppet plays 

and Italian westerns (131). Second, he notes links between the spaghettis and Italian 

cultural values, such as loyalty to the family or clan and the profanation of Catholic 

icons. 

Third, and most importantly, he reads the Italian westerns as a riposte to 

American culture. In this regard, he, like Paul Smith, stresses the role of the pro

duction system. By the mid-fifties Cinecittà, the heart of the Italian film industry, 

was dominated by Americans, with Italians at best in the roles of hard-working 

assistants or co-directors. In the mid-sixties when American producers pulled out of 

Cinecittà due to rising costs, former assistants such as Leone took the opportunity 

to make their own films. In order to mount retrospective resistance to the American 

invasion of Italy's film industry,6 Leone began not only to appropriate but also to 

debase the western, the genre that Americans considered fundamentally their own. 

From an American perspective, the label "spaghetti" was intended as a "pejorative" 

description criticizing the Italian appropriation of "our" genre, while from an 

Italian perspective, the label functioned as a "term of endearment" (Frayling xi). 

Due to the emphasis on the western as a reaction to the production system, the 

aspect of a psychic postwar affirmation of Italian national identity is only integrated 

surreptitiously. Although Frayling provides some accounts and quotes regarding 

Leone's position towards Italy's surrender in World War II, he does not read them 

as clues for the popularity of spaghetti westerns. In this section I want to provide an 
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explanation for the boom of spaghetti westerns in the mid- and late-sixties that 

Frayling overlooked in his extensively documented study. 

The first lynching scene in The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly is almost, but not 

quite, like a conventional one in American westerns. Tuco (Eli Wallach) is 

introduced as the Ugly but his face is "beautiful enough" to be worth 2000 dollars, 

as a "wanted" poster reveals. Three outlaws have captured him but the 

golden-haired Man With No Name (Clint Eastwood) appears as if from nowhere (his 

voice comes from behind the camera before he steps forward) to save Tuco by shoot

ing the trio on the spot. The stranger, called "Blondie" by Tuco, however, did not 

really come to rescue the wanted man. He only killed the three men so that he him

self could collect the reward. Saving Tuco means "saving" him in order to claim a 

monetary reward that the heavily cursing victim calls "blood money." The shift from 

save life to save money at the expense of three dead men constitutes the first 

difference from a traditional lynching scenario, and is symptomatic of the "reign of 

violence by violence"-atmosphere in spaghettis (Leone, qtd. in Frayling 135). 

Blondie's act of handing over the wanted criminal to the local sheriff, 

however, can be considered in accordance with the fulfilment of public duty. Tuco 

has committed a multitude of crimes and he is consequently condemned to death 

by hanging. At the moment of execution, however, Blondie suddenly shoots the rope 

from a distance and with his head still in the noose, Tuco can escape on horse-back. 

Again, Blondie has not saved the Ugly out of compassion but rather with an eye to 

financial gain. After he has split his reward with Tuco, Blondie tells his "partner" 

that the prize money has increased: he is worth 3000 dollars now. At this point, a 

second difference from a model scenario in traditional American westerns becomes 

clear. In Leone's film public duty is always in the service of the hero's personal 

"duty" to accumulate money. Collecting money, in fact, is the heroes' primary 

"duty"; the heroes in spaghettis are always prepared to do everything "for a few dol

lars more" but seem totally disinterested in luxurious goods. They never spend their 

money. Their dollars and gold only function to satisfy their greed. 

Blondie and Tuco repeat their trick in another place but then Blondie dis

bands their partnership and refuses to share the reward, since the Ugly will never 

be worth more than 3000 dollars. He abandons Tuco in the middle of a burning hot 

desert because their trick has become worn-out. The Ugly will no longer be his 

"money-maker." Tuco starts to yell furiously at Blondie for leaving him to his own 

devices and disregarding the potentially lethal consequences. Blondie comments 

grotesquely: "Such ingratitude after all those times I saved your life." This remark 

is followed by a freeze-frame shot of Blondie while the words "the Good" are 

printed on the screen. This freeze-frame is an extra-diegetic element, oriented 

towards the spectators in their role as external focalizers. 

The freeze-frame captures in a nutshell why spaghettis are a critical 
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burlesque of American westerns. Conventionally, the genre is obsessed with the dis

tinction between the good and the bad guys. At first sight Blondie can indeed be 

considered among the good guys. He acknowledges two important duties, a public 

duty and the duty of camaraderie. Nevertheless, Blondie's attitude is ironic, since he 

violates the condition that a man cannot simultaneously live up to these two duties 

towards one and the same person. Blondie first delivers a wanted bandit and then 

rescues him, making the delivery an empty gesture. Blondie's presumed goodness 

receives a sardonic twist in The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly for yet another reason. 

In the lynching scenes, his fulfilment of public duty is only a cover-up for expres

sing his duty of comradeship, as if he were saying to Tuco: "I hand you over so that 

I can demonstrate how dear you are to me." In turn, he only cherishes friendly 

bonds for the profit they will yield, and is consequently misjudged by Tuco. As soon 

as the Ugly considers their cooperation an expression of friendship, he is immedia

tely duped. For Blondie, Tuco was only dear to him as a living cash-box. 

Tuco swears to get revenge for the Good's betrayal of their friendship. When 

he catches Blondie by surprise, he makes the Good build his own gallows. Due to 

the mess caused by a cannonball-burst, Blondie succeeds in escaping. Later in the 

film, the two men are condemned to become each other's companions again 

because each one knows half of a secret. Tuco knows in which cemetery a box of 

gold, worth 200.000 dollars, is buried. Blondie possesses vital information about 

the grave in which the gold is hidden. So Tuco again acts as his best friend. 

They meet at the place of destination in the company of the Bad Angel Eyes 

(Lee van Cleef), a ruthless hired gun. They agree to engage in a three-way corrida 

duel to determine who will take the gold. Since the Good has sabotaged the Ugly's 

gun beforehand, he only has to square accounts with the Bad. Blondie shoots Angel 

Eyes, who falls into an empty grave, then forces the Ugly to dig up the gold. Once 

the treasure is retrieved, the Good makes the Ugly climb a cross and put his own 

head through a noose. Blondie leaves on horse-back with half the loot, while the 

Ugly, facing the other half of the loot, has to keep his balance on the shaky cross in 

order not to hang himself. Tuco yells Blondie's name through the valley. The film 

concludes, however, with a "good" deed. Blondie turns around and answers Tuco's 

prayer. From a far distance, he shoots the rope, justifying his label as "the Good," 

which is once more printed on-screen in a freeze-frame. Reading the final scene 

literally, Blondie is a benefactor who saves Tuco from the gallows and even shares 

the gold with him. In the context of the film, however, the Good's deed constitutes 

a hilarious effrontery, since he only partially repairs the mischief he has intention

ally done. Shooting the rope is only a half-hearted rescue. Tuco is still abandoned in 

a forsaken place with a treasure that is too heavy to carry. 

In Leone's western, in sharp contrast to traditional American westerns, the 

label of goodness is represented as ultimately random. In an American film like 
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Shane by George Stevens, the title hero kills the big rancher and his men in the 

name of societal progress. By means of his intervention, he offers the small farmers 

a chance to build their future. According to conventions, Shane wins because he is 

a good cowboy. In The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly this process is both imitated and 

reversed. Leone's western evokes a salient formal parallel with Stevens' film at the 

end. When Shane leaves, little Joey shouts at the title hero to come back. The young 

boy wants the good cowboy to live with his family. Tuco's desperate outcry in The 

Good, the Bad, and the Ugly is reminiscent of Joey's calls but the cries are framed 

completely differently. At the end, Tuco is once more convinced of Blondie's dou

ble-edged character but the film's final freeze-frame still labels him as "the Good." 

This freeze-frame enacts a reversal of the order of cause and effect. Since the good 

guy always wins in a conventional American western, Blondie is good because he 

defeats his opponents. The fact that he owes his victory to deploying vicious tricks 

in no way diminishes his goodness. 

In The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly lynching scenes produce an ironic effect, 

since they hyperbolically imitate and disrupt the American model. The Good 

appears to act for the sake of community. He delivers Tuco to the sheriff because of 

all the harm the Ugly has done to society. He also maintains the impression that the 

duty of friendship is valuable to him by saving Tuco from death by hanging. 

Ultimately, however, the Good violates the ethic of both social responsibility and of 

friendship by subordinating his social duties to his greedy impulse, letting Tuco 

play the role of duped victim. 

Leone's next spaghetti Once Upon a Time in the West also illustrates an 

interesting refiguring of a lynching scene. Before discussing the spaghettis in a cul

tural-historical context, I will refer to this particular scene because it offers an 

intriguing use of the flashback, which is a problematic device in the western genre, 

as I argued in chapter four. The most enigmatic character in Once Upon a Time is 

the taciturn outlaw playing a musical instrument to which he owes his nickname 

Harmonica (Charles Bronson). As Frayling notes, Harmonica usually "enters the 

scene" as if he had been standing just out of frame all along. He simply appears, 

continually eavesdropping or watching (202-03). Bad guy Frank Morton (Henry 

Fonda) is also intrigued by the figure and wonders who he is. Harmonica replies to 

his question by quoting a list of names of men who were "alive until they met you." 

Frank suspects that Harmonica is after him but he knows that Harmonica will only 

give him the motivation for his inconvenient presence "at the point of dying." The 

two men understand that their destinies are intertwined which, as Doane remarks, 

is underscored by the music track (282). While the main characters in Leone's film 

are each characterized by their own tune on the soundtrack, Harmonica's theme 
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song frequently mixes with the dirge that is Frank's theme. 

In their final face-off, the camera switches between Frank's relatively restless 

and Harmonica's impassive face. We see an extreme close-up of Harmonica's eyes, 

followed by a flashback. A younger Frank walks closer and puts a harmonica in the 

mouth of a boy who has to support his older brother standing on his shoulders. A 

noose has been tied around this brother's neck. When the younger boy collapses 

from fatigue, his brother is left hanging in the air and dies. We now can guess 

Harmonica's motive for killing Frank. The bad guy made him an involuntary part

ner in the death of his own brother. In the scene following this flashback, 

Harmonica lethally wounds Frank during a showdown. He then puts his musical 

instrument in Frank's mouth. After a close-up of Frank's face, the young boy's col

lapse from fatigue is repeated. This time, the flashback-scene is focalized by Frank, 

suggesting that he now knows who Harmonica is. 

In Once Upon a Time Harmonica uses his instrument as a substitute for his 

voice.7 In the flashback-scene, we come to realize why he is so attached to the har

monica. It is metonymically linked to an act that made him speechless. When Frank 

put the harmonica in his mouth, the boy whose hands were bound, was robbed of 

his voice. He could no longer talk to his brother hanging from the gallows: not 

apologize for his imminent collapse, not encourage him, and not say a final fare

well. Words fail because the instrument has been stuck into his mouth. Hence, the 

harmonica has become his symptom of lack of "meaning." He is a character who 

suffers from what I described in chapter five as aphanisis. When a subject cannot 

obtain firm footing within the order of "meaning," s/he is condemned to choose 

"being," which results in the subject's vanishing unless other characters are 

prepared to "see" him or her with their imagination. In the absence of these 

fetishistic looks, Harmonica is cut off from full participation in the symbolic order 

and walks around as a living dead. 

Aphanisis is the bad alternative to subjectivity. Harmonica is a blank subject, 

unable to express his thoughts. He is barred from telling who he is. No one knows 

him, he has no name but a nickname, and he seems to act without a clear motive. 

The point is that he cannot tell his motive. People may assume that something is 

nagging him but they can only fathom his way of acting if they understand the role 

of the harmonica as a symptom of an unspeakable event. Only Frank comes to 

understand the harmonica's role after he has received his deadly wound and 

Harmonica forces his instrument into the bad guy's mouth. At this point, the flash

back-scene is partly repeated but this time as Frank's memory. After shooting 

Frank, Harmonica for the first time parts with his instrument. This act results in 

the transfer of the painful youth memory being transferred from victim onto 

culprit.8 

In the end, Harmonica is revealed as a man in the tradition of the conven-
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tional avenging hero - the one who cherishes the principle "an eye for an eye and a 

tooth for a tooth" that is propagated in many westerns. He is an avenging hero with 

a triple twist, however. First, Harmonica's entrances are always theatrical and his 

presence is chilly. Three men wait for him in the beginning of the film at a railway 

station. The train arrives and leaves, and suddenly Harmonica appears to be there 

on the other side of the track. Caught by surprise, the three men are killed. Doane 

describes how in the course of the film Harmonica enters the scene six times in a 

similarly curious and "staged" way: he slides into an empty frame, stopping 

precisely at its mid-point and bisecting the frame with the edge of his hat. He 

stares intently at nothing and holds his head very stiffly (Doane 285-86). The chill 

of his presence is best exemplified in the extreme close-ups of his unmovable eyes. 

These shots reinforce the effect of the hero's inscrutability. 

Second, most characters do not know how to react to Harmonica because he 

makes such an impenetrable impression. They cannot decide whether he is good or 

bad. The widow Jill McBain (Claudia Cardinale) gives him the benefit of the doubt, 

since he has insured her land. To her, it does not matter that he is not the "right 

man," as Cheyenne (Jason Robards) tells her. Cheyenne, who often announces the 

course of events or comments upon what has happened, explains to Jill while they 

await the arrival of Harmonica after the shoot-out with Frank: "People like him have 

something inside. Something to do with death. That fellow . . . picks up his gear and 

says adios." Cheyenne turns out to be right. When Harmonica enters Jill's house, 

her smile fades as he slowly walks past her, takes up his things and murmurs that 

it is time to go "home."9 In response to Jill's question whether he will come back to 

Sweetwater, Harmonica stares intently at nothing and only answers "someday." 

Third, since Harmonica does not choose to seek the comfort of a hand on his 

shoulder, it is impossible to commit oneself to the conclusion that his revenge will 

have "cured" him from aphanisis. His case resonates with the avenging heroes from 

American westerns like Backlash and Man of the West. These heroes were barred 

from "meaning" because they could not fight their father-figures. After the death of 

these figures, the expression on the heroes' faces is blank. A woman stands by their 

side, however, supporting them and looking up to them in a benevolent way. Their 

support forebodes the recovery of the heroes' aphanisis. It is likely that they will par

ticipate within the community in some sort of fashion. Unlike these heroes, 

Harmonica resists romantic compensation, as Cheyenne already predicted to Jill. 

He will bid farewell to her, since he is a man who is associated with "death." He has 

prepared the way for the prosperous growth of Sweetwater, but he himself will 

remain an eternal outsider, who will probably go on living as a man without a 

proper name, nicknamed Harmonica. 

The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly and Once Upon a Time are not "just fill-in" 

westerns, as Will Wright labeled them (see chapter one). They imitate conventions 
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from American westerns, but in a continually hyperbolic fashion. The spaghetti 

films are an ironic comment upon American westerns since they do not simply 

repeat but overplay conventions. In The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly, Blondie is 

explicitly announced as the Good and, despite his viciously smart tricks, he is also 

bidden farewell as the Good. The freeze-frames that label him as "the Good" are 

inserted to remind us that there is a hero with whom to sympathize. The effect, 

however, is the opposite: the labels work to remind us that goodness is nothing but 

a label, ultimately random. Irony here serves a purpose of critical ridicule, which 

contrasts with Lucky Luke. The strip cowboy was an easy-going character who some

times pretended to be bad but always revealed himself as utterly good. Spaghetti 

heroes are easy-going as well, but their presumed goodness only veils their cruel 

nature. Lucky Luke is merely comic, but spaghetti westerns can be regarded as bur

lesque.10 The black humor of these films provokes spectators to laugh at violence. 

In Once Upon a Time another convention is pushed too far. The hero in 

American westerns is not much of a talkative character, but Harmonica beats them 

all in taciturnity. He is mute since he suffers from a traumatic childhood memory. 

Barred from telling what troubles him, he can only transfer his memory onto the 

perpetrator through his musical instrument. His inscrutability, ensuing from his 

silence, is foregrounded in the style of the film (repeated close-ups of his eyes), his 

sadly mysterious theme song, his theatrical entrances, and his apparently roving 

spirit, his announcement that he is going "home" notwithstanding. Most avenging 

heroes in American westerns demonstrate the ability to establish comradely con

tacts with others or to have romantic encounters with women. In these westerns, the 

vengeful cowboy definitely turns into the good guy because of his potential to return 

among the living. Harmonica remains, even after his revenge, stuck in his role of 

"living dead" and though Jill's smile and facial expression can be read as an invita

tion to stay, he leaves Sweetwater. In Once Upon a Time the convention of the 

impenetrable hero with the blank face is taken up and consistently challenged. 

Harmonica's inability to establish contact means that the question of whether there 

is a good guy in this film at all remains permanently undecided. 

The element that Leone's two spaghetti films have in common is an evoca

tion of the label of goodness with the aim of violating and relativizing this very label. 

If Wright calls Leone's films "just fill-in" westerns, he recognizes the resemblance 

to American westerns but fails to see that it is an exaggerated resemblance, and, as 

a result, a distortion. This deformation forcefully suggests the need for 

reconsidering the spaghetti westerns as cultural-historical mediations. Or, to for

mulate this mediation as a question: Why was Leone as Italian director in the six

ties so focussed on revealing that the conventions for marking American cowboys' 

good heroism were only arbitrary?" 

In Frayling's book, there is a long statement by Leone about his attitude 
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towards Americans. In this quotation, Leone says how he at first idealized 

Americans, but that later his fantasy was disrupted when he was confronted with 

actual American soldiers at the end of World War II: 

In my childhood, America was like a religion. . . . Then real-life 

Americans abruptly entered my life - in jeeps - and upset all my 

dreams. They had come to liberate me! I found them very energetic, 

but also very deceptive. They were no longer the Americans of the 

West. . . . In the GIs who chased after our women, and sold their 

cigarettes on the black market, I could see nothing that I had seen in 

Hemingway, Dos Passos or Chandler. Nor even in Mandrake, the 

magician with the outsized heart, or Flash Gordon. Nothing - or 

almost nothing - of the great prairies, or of the demigods of my child

hood, (qtd. in Frayling 65) 

This pronouncement indicates that Leone, in his younger years, conflated fictional 

representations of American characters with a presumed heroic goodness of 

Americans. His admiration turns into disappointment, however, when actual 

Americans enter his life, although he meets them under favorable circumstances. 

American soldiers invaded Italy in 1943 to spearhead the liberation of the country 

from occupation by its former ally Germany.12 At the time Leone, whose family 

background was one of resistance to Mussolini's war policy, perceived the arrival of 

US soldiers as more than welcome. Nevertheless, he was disenchanted with their 

presence, since their actual behavior hardly matched his fantasies about them. This 

moment when Leone lost his faith in American heroes, however, coincided with 

Western Europe's unprecedented seduction by American military, political, and cul

tural influences. Many Western Europeans continued in the postwar period to 

reserve the labels of liberators and winners for the Americans. Those Europeans 

who saw the Americans as the good guys, tended to stigmatize the Germans and the 

Italians as both losers and the bad guys. This tendency resulted in two opposite 

reactions in the former Axis nations. 

The majority of Germans were extremely susceptible to Americanization in 

the fifties and early sixties. In chapter nine, I described how Germans compensated 

for their defeat by identifying with the good winners, the Americans who had rewrit

ten their history of genocide, much as the Germans hoped to do. By contrast, 

Italians like Leone and other directors of spaghetti westerns such as Sergio 

Corbucci, Damiano Damiani, and Sergio Sollima, appear to compensate for Italy's 

enduring inferiority to America in the postwar period by criticizing those who are 

identified as winners. The initial arrival of Americans was regarded as a "liberation" 

by Leone. Retroactively he seems to perceive their presence as an invasion. His 
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reversal in perception can be understood as a response to his recollection of the 

deceptive behavior of the GIs, the continual and unjustly exaggerated praise for 

Americans in postwar Europe, and, on a more personal level, the interfering domi 

nance of Americans in Italy's film industry until the early sixties. The spaghetti 

westerns are embedded in the clash between Americans' popularity in Europe and 

Leone's dissatisfaction with their influence and success. In order to accentuate this 

clash, his spaghetti westerns take the form of a burlesque of the so-called "American 

genre par excellence" (Bazin 135). This travesty of the genre reads as a forceful criti

cism of American heroism. 

A main effect of spaghetti westerns is to regard the presumed goodness of 

American heroes ironically, and to expose the hypermasculine badness behind their 

appearance.'3 In this respect, I consider Gaston Haustrate's characterization of the 

spaghetti films as Europe's revenge as quite accurate (72). It is not coincidental that 

this revenge is most vehemently expressed in one of the Axis nations. Whereas most 

Western European countries were liberated from a foreign regime with the help of 

Americans, Italy was rescued from a regime that had been a former ally. 

Consequently, the "we-other" distinction was less clear in Italy than in other 

Western European countries. In the Netherlands, for example, "we" (the great 

majority of the Dutch, supported by the allied forces) were good and "they" (war 

nations) were bad. Italy had been much more internally divided. Between 1943 and 

1945 the country was not only the stage for the war between the advancing allies and 

the retreating Germans, but also for a civil war between Italian fascists and the 

rapidly growing Resistance movement (Binkhorn 39). 

In a postwar European context, every Italian inherited in some measure the 

legacy of badness simply by virtue of his or her Italian nationality, regardless of 

whether one had been a follower or an opponent of fascism. Because of this 

negative legacy and the country's burdened past, postwar national identity was pro

blematic in Italy. It was difficult to articulate who "we, Italians" were and how bad 

"we, Italians" had been. A possible answer to the blurred identity of Italians could 

be provided by way of a relational contrast to a distinct other. A critical view of the 

other facilitated a positive self-identification for Italians. Correspondingly, in 

Leone's Italy, the perception of an initial liberation by the American other could 

easily slip into the idea of an invasion by them. By exposing the randomness of the 

labels of "good" and "bad," the Italian directors of spaghetti films indicated not only 

that "they (Americans)" may not be that good, but also that "we (Italians)" are not 

that bad.'4 In disqualifying the Americans, they guaranteed their compatriots a 

more positive sense of Italianness.'S 
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Conclusion 

Lucky Luke and the spaghetti westerns can be seen as variations on the same theme. 

Lucky Luke is a comic caricature of the western. In the comic strip, subordinate char

acters are constantly corrected for their over-investment in their roles, whereas the 

hero is a goody-goody who stands at a reflexive distance from his image. The strip 

is predominantly popular in Western European countries which owe a debt of 

gratitude towards Americans who supported them in the battle against an external 

enemy. The humorous strategy of exaggeration in the strip, however, prevents 

European readers from taking American heroism as seriously as they presume 

Americans tend to do. 

Whereas the humorous Lucky Luke is a moderate variant of anti-

Americanism, the sub-genre of the spaghetti westerns is its more venomous variant. 

Despite his various outlaw positions, ranging from bad judge to desperado, the strip 

cowboy ultimately reveals an invariably good nature. Leone's films, by contrast, con

stitute a critical burlesque of the genre, since the heroes assume a distance from the 

label of "goodness," which consequently is exposed as utterly random. These heroes 

invariably display cruel violence, irrespective of whether they are characterized as 

good or bad. The spaghetti westerns are embedded in a context in which Americans 

were increasingly regarded as deceptive heroes, invading Italian/European culture. 

Their preponderance in Europe prevented Italians in the post-fascist period from 

easily developing a positive self-identification. In making a travesty of the genre of 

the western - conventionally a yardstick of good American heroism - negative char

acteristics were displaced onto the American other in order to construct an Italian 

identity that was no longer exclusively tied to its bad history of fascism and bellico

sity. 

Lucky Luke and the spaghetti westerns are pervaded by different degrees of 

anti-Americanism, made subservient to constructions of specific European identi

ties. The moderate criticism of America in the strip series as well as the vehement 

tone of the films can be seen as different attempts to deny that postwar European 

identities are inferior to American identities. Lucky Luke and the spaghetti westerns 

are different versions to impute an excess to constructions of good American mas

culinity. These attempts are always forced, however, since the harder Europeans try 

to project hypermasculine wildness onto Americans, the more it threatens to back

fire onto themselves. 


